
Office Apps on Firefox OS 

Exclusion information 
The survey received 43 responses over a period of 6 days. Of these responses, 4 indicated that the 
user either does not use Firefox OS or does not own a device. Since this survey focusses specifically on 
users of Firefox OS, the report will omit these 4 entries. 

Survey summary 

Users who open documents 

23 (59%) of the survey subjects indicated that they have opened a document on their mobile Firefox 
OS device within the past month. Their office app usage frequencies are shown below. 

 

The survey participants were asked to name the office apps that they use regularly. The following 
graph shows the number of survey respondents who use each app: 



 

These users were asked to rate the following features on a scale of 1 to 5. Their feedback was 
summed (unweighted) to highlight the most useful features. 

 

 

 

Some users included additional feature suggestions: 

“Fast load, light” 

“Support more formats (open documents, SVGs, ZIP). I just can view PDFs by now.” 



“Speed” 

“I would love to find Office Apps on FirefoxOS which works and can really open a doc..." 

15 (65.2%) users who open documents indicated that they have not tried the Firetext app. The other 8 
(34.8%) were asked if Firetext satisfied their needs: 2 said “yes”, 4 said “no”, and 2 responded with a 
longer statement. 

“haven't used it enough” 

“we've migrated toward google docs away from office docs; ive mostly used my firefox os 
phone for reading epub ebooks” 

These people were also asked if other apps satisfy their needs. 16 (72.7%) said “no”, 5 (22.7%) said 
“yes”, and 1 (4.5%) gave the following answer: 

“Apple's Mail app” 

Finally, these users were invited to leave additional comments. These are shown below: 

“I'd need an improved PDF.js, for example supporting landscape mode.” 

“On a phone, I'm mainly concerned with reading / previewing documents. If i need to edit or 
create something, I'll move to my laptop.” 

“I mostly have the need to open documents as attachments to the email. I think it would be 
useful if the mail app could recommend me which app I need in order to open the attached 
file and direct me to marketplace for downloading. It only says unable to open the file which is 
not very helpful.” 

“Please complete this quest! And bring us a good app :D” 

“Please, create an Office Apps which works. Thank you.” 

Users who do not edit documents 

16 (41%) of the survey subjects indicated that they have not opened a document on their mobile 
Firefox OS device within the past month. When asked why, 13 (81.3%) of these users said that they 
use their computer for office productivity, while 3 (18.8%) said that it is too difficult. 

They were asked if anything would change their minds. They responded: 

“A good Office App for Firefox OS” 

“If files were really (really, really) easy to share between my computer and my phone. Think 
Dropbox, just better :)” 

“Easy interface for opening doc in cellphone” 

“A fast UI and offline app should help” 

“I think we don't have proper app for opening the office doc except PDF?” 



“better usability and better visual output” 

“integration with Google Docs” 

“We use google doc a lot, it would be easier if we have: 1. SSO integration (don't need to 
enter password again and again) 2. Better way to organize/find docs (google drive sucks) 3. 
Push email support (so I would open it once I get notified)” 

“no” 

“if the phone can display my document to a suitable size on the phone.” 

They were also invited to provide additional comments: 

“Mostly I only view document on phone and only do lightweight editing when it is necessary. 

“An Office app with a nice UI would attract people to it. Then if it has the right features and is 
maintained through updates people will stick with it!” 

“that would be great if we could support most of the office doc type, ex: pdf, doc, docx, pages, 
etc.” 

Insights 
● The majority of respondents do not appear to be satisfied with current office app 

functionality. 
● Of the users who don’t use Firefox OS office apps, more than half indicated that a superior 

app would convince them to interact with documents on their mobile device. 
● Users desire a light, aesthetically pleasing, simple app for reading documents. One mentioned 

editing, but indicated that it should be basic. 
● Multiple users highlighted the lack of format support in Firefox OS office apps. 
● Mobile office apps do not replace desktop apps. They simply support a different use case. 

Potential responses 
● Experiment with a new light app that features a simple reading interface. 
● Prioritize most-wanted features in new releases, remove unnecessary bloat. 


